New for 2011 is a variety of hand calls. These are the
best hand callers made in South Africa thus far,
excellent quality and top class craftsmanship.

The CUSTOM CALLER is ONLY made to order, I personally
make these up, and the total call is South African made,
simulated Ivory / bone. Each call like this takes about 3
hours to complete and is made by hand. If you buy this
call and you are not happy I will refund your money,
because they are awesome! It is far superior to most
imported callers available today. R450-00 – As I say if
you buy it and you don’t like it as it isn’t good sounding I
will refund your money, what have you to lose! I will even
pay your postage!

The JACKAL LYNX FOOD CALL is also totally made in
South Africa by me, again is simulated ivory / bone and
makes really great sounds. Again if you don’t like it I will
refund your money. This item is also only made to order as
it is a caller that takes a few hours to make up. R450-00
The cost is more than average but it is a personal item and
is made one at a time, no two are alike.
The CAT KILLER has been with us for many years and has
many references, see our website! It is simulated ivory /
bone and again is top quality. R395-00
The two food calls in red and blue are basic distress calls,
and each cost R395-00 – the long range is a great rough
sounding caller.
You can buy cheaper predator calls mass produced, but
these are custom made and each one hand made, and the
end product is top class – prove me wrong!
We also make knife handles-

TAKE NOTE;

If you have a specific design / call you want made, with
the knots or cuts on the texture draw an idea and mail it
to me, I will make a call as close to the drawing as
possible, nothing is impossible. I am available during
winter months more often than summer with the call
making, but if you have a specific style of a call mail it to
me, I will not charge more to make a specific design.
Custom call making takes time, so don’t expect it back
the next day.

www.africanpredator.com
www.jakkalse.com
sellis@telkomsa.net

